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To: CAP Strategic Plan
Subject: CAP Proposals
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Hi Guys  
 
first of all i attended your webinar last Thursday night and found it very helpful and indeed well organised so thank 
you for that. As mentioned on that night all comments would be welcome so i have a couple of key points to make 
or have taken on board from my perspective. 
 
just to give you a bit of my back round without going overboard but i am beef and sheep farmer here in  
which consists of a suckler cow enterprise in which i sell my steers as stores. i also work as an  
here in the midlands covering counties . So 
i would like to think i have a good perspective on things from my own farm and talking to farmers i visit and work 
for. 
 
to keep my comments simple as mentioned i have just a few key points in relation to pillar 1 and pillar 2 
 
pillar 1 - farmers are acceptable to the changes which are coming in the new CAP reform and indeed the general 
response is they want to play their part in the environment. However we must do this by focusing on the farm 
income ( costs of production are extremely high and market price varies) and must also include the forgotten 
farmers who have no single payment at the moment in the next cap 
pillar 2  
 
in relation to suckler cow scheme could we look at the amount of nitrogen produced on the farm overall as an 
alternative rather than limiting cow numbers etc. this would allow the smaller suckler farmer keep similar cow 
numbers and also sell their weanlings as normal. ( similar to BEAM scheme etc). i also feel dairy cow numbers should 
fall under the same bracket going forward as their emissions should be accountable also. the feeling among beef 
and suckler farmers is that this has not been considered to date.  
 
in relation to TAMS one big issue i see is that grant aid is not available to increase production. quite simply this 
means that if a farmer has no slatted unit on their farm and cannot show their existing wintering facilities then they 
are not deemed eligible to apply for grant aid. this needs to be looked at for the good of the environment nitrates 
and the farmer 
 
in relation to the new AECM or new GLAS scheme going forward we must devise a scheme which attracts all farmers 
including the intensive farmer for the good of the environment. having completed a large number of REAP plans i 
feel it must be adjusted to catch these intensive dairy and beef farmers. i found this pilot scheme in my opinion very 
good and farmers who joined are very happy also but attracted the less productive or intensive farmers of the 
farming community. 
 
I hope this briefing will be of some benefit going forward 
 
Regards 
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It is necessary to keep sucklers viable for land with no alternative use.  
It would be good if we could sustain herd at approx present numbers. 
Goals are to encourage extensive farming ,low imputs, sustainable, environamently friendly, non intensive. 
And no rise in numbers. 
So here is how to do it! 
Use pillar 2 funds. 
Link to ha. Example: One cow(1lu) per two ha. Only fund to this limit. A Farmer can keep any number they like , but 
this is fund limit. So no cap on suckler num. 
Very easy admin , eligable ha ÷2 and have that many cows . 
Keep fixed amt funding for suckler herd as dont want increace in cost or numbers. 
Keep lu figure floating so if suckler num increace then raise lu requirment. 
Ex:  
1lu per 2ha so 20 lu (20 cows) per 40ha 
If suckler herd up 5% , could increace lu/ha by 5%. 
Ex: 
1lu per 2.1ha so 19lu(19 cows) per 40ha will qualify for payment. 
 
Yes! Its simple and flexable and works. 
Please contact if have questions. I support the ifa position as i am a ifa officer. This is a personal suggestion as i try to 
provide a answer to this issue. 
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Re: cap : (i am making points on seperate emails.)  
If it is possible to reduce the amount allocated to eco schemes in pillar 1, due to high eco spend in pillar 2 this would 
be good. As it would reduce loss due to 25% taken and flat rate return. 
A 15% figure would nullify this additional flattening. The losses for some are too great.  
Consider dividing enviromental actions into ; 
1. env measures which affect potential production. 
2. All other env measures. 
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Re: cap reform  
Organic farming minimum stocking density(sd) should vary according to land quality catagory.  
All land be it standard, handicaped , sev handi, mountain currently has same min sd. 
I have worked out the figures and would be able to explain the thinking if you wish. My best option is  
Std land 0.5lu min s.d. 
Handicaped land 0.45 
Sev handi land 0.375 
Mountain land 0.3 
This would allow organic suckler farmers to reduce numbers to optium level for land quality. Also causing a fall in 
suckler herd. 
It would encourage sucklers on marginal land at a appropriate stocking density. 
Stocking density is not a key organic issue so this change is possible. 
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Re: cap reform  
Avoid cap pillar 2 money leaking to non-farming ,non-agriculture. 
Cap spending should not be used for renewable energy. Nor should (as happens now) should rural development 
funds be used for settlement and integration of migrants. See euro comm : COM(2017)713 final ,para 4.2 
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A dissfunctional lottery , this describes present system of young farmers getting entitlements from national reserve.  
The young farmer may win big, up to 27,000€ but this rigged game causes chaos. 
It allows the artifical creation of NR eligabilty. A YF offers a much higher than market price on condition land is let 
without entitlements. 
Chaos is caused as YF bids on multiple farms, heedless of existing tenant, or whether a bid is invited. 
The existing tenant is then forced to pay more. They may have to especially when they own ent they are using on 
the land. 
Then they pay again as a deduction is taken from their ent to fund NR. 
A Young Farmer should get (from the National Reserve) a total payment max of avg value entitlement times avg 
farm size. This would put them in exactly mid position in farm payments 
Avg farm size is far from present 80ha max. The principle here should be to help up to mid point at the most. After 
that its up to you how you do. 
As to forgotton farmers I ask , how many could have improved their position by buying entitlements as many others 
have had to do. 
Urgent reform is needed on this. 
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I would like the department of agriculture to explain to all farmers what climate agreement we are working under 
(ie)Kyoto protocol climate 
agreement   or. The 
Paris agreement on climate change. 
As minister Ryan states that all farmers will be paid for all carbon sequestered on their farm Thanks 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Question.  
Who is responsible for ensuring the CAP plan is in compliance with Article 39 TFEU? 
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Dear sir/madam  
One simple and easy to enforce environmental improvement would be the compulsory care of existing and 
establishing of new hedgerows . 
The minimum height of 1.5 meter and 1.5 meter width is a simple way of protecting flora and fauna and the lock up 
of carbon and the visual beauty of our countryside .We need to be allowed to produce food in our fields in an 
environmentally friendly way .no point in importing food from around the world  
Your sincerely  
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As this strategic plan is about reducing Agriculture effects on climate change it is incomprehensible that the yearly 
4.5 million tons environmental destructive GMO imports are not mentioned in the plan .Incentives to decrease 
dependency on imported protein is the proposed solution in plan .Figures show it's carbon footprint is 30 times 
greater than native and still it doesn't get a specific mention and still powers that be are alright with its dominance 
of feed markets.Also statement in plan that we are mainly grass fed and concentrates are only fed in winter when 
animals are housed is factually incorrect.Dairy cows are fed morning and evening every day of lactation with high 
amounts of GMO and no label reflects that fact .Question why was this not tackled in Plan .  

 
Irish tillage farmer  
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Dear Sir / Madam , As a " full time farmer " I am wondering if I have a future , and I'm fairly sure that my son will not 
.  

 
 

 
 

 

  
If the lastest cap proposals are enacted as proposed by the Eu my premia will be around  

 
  

I have always worked hard but I will now work around 70 hours a week for less than no income .  
And I am a full time farmer . 
Please do not leave my son without a future in farming because our farm , that has been in our family for over 150 
years is now too big to be viable .  
And please dont tell me that I should move into dairying .  . I have farmed for  .  

and I am not going reinvest hundreds of thousands of euro's again with the same kind of promise of 
financial support / reward only from the co op's / plc's instead of the EU that I will make enough money to make the 
loan repayments and a living . Fool me once ....  
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Hello 
 
I am a young farmer, suckler and sheep. I see that the bdgp and sheep welfare schemes are continuing 
which is great. 
My issue is the new KT groups. I avail of the services of a very good private adviser. He priovides me with 
an excellent high quality service; helps me with a range of schemes and is technically very good on beef 
and sheep issues too. He tells me that; 
Teagasc are already getting €40million in government funding to provide KT groups every year. This works 
out at €100,000 for each of their advisers. They do not provide the services they are supposed to provide, 
and are doing the exact same job as my private adviser. 
Teagasc should not be allowed take EU money for KT on top of the 40m they get already. Any extra EU 
money should be for the 55,000 farmers and advisers who do not use teagasc. 
All farmers should be treated equally, ie each adviser should get the exact same funding whether it is 
government or EU money. 
It is not fair that some farmers are getting a highly subsidized service, while the majority of farmers do not 
get this. 
I intend to grow and develop my farm. I want to stick with my private adviser, but I want him to be given 
the best access to research and training possible so that my farm can prosper. 
Thank you 
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What is the proposed reference year?  
 
Suckler cow numbers are proposed to be capped at the reference year.  
 
Q - Where a farmer inherits land & stock can they increase their cow numbers in relation to the reference year.  
 
Q - Where a farmer commenced farming in 2018 and is building up their herd can they increase their cow number 
and have them included in the scheme. 
 
 
Do the above scenarios relate to the exceptional circumstances 
 
 
Thanks 
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Hi 

I'm looking to start a sustainable farm in the near future. 

But I have a real fear of what our future will be like with the impact of the Climate and Biodiversity crisis. 

I think we need to look to the future and support resilient and sustainable farming.  

It seems the impact of Climate Change is going to be so unpredictable and for farming this going to a serious 
challenge. 

I really hope and have faith that a serious amount of funding will be allocated to resilient and sustainable farming. 

Regards,  

  

 
 
--  

  
 

 
 

 
 

     M    m        
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1. In light of the European Parliament vote to ban production of eggs from enriched caged hens over 
the next few years will there be financial supports to help producers transition to free range and 
barn egg production? 

2. My entitlements reduced in value by 30% in the last CAP reform, I am worried that I may become 
unviable in the next reform due to another reduction in my entitlement value, what can I do to 
maintain my viability. 

3. In earlier CAP reform I discontinued using marshy and scrubby type land to claim entitlements, can 
I revert to using this land again? 

4. Will there be another rollover of the Glas scheme for next year? 
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Sent from Samsung Galaxy-A51 Powered by Three 
Get Outlook for Android 

 

 
 
 

From:  
Sent: Friday 6 August 2021 10:09 
To: //ec.europa.eu/eusurvey; //ec.europa.eu/eusurvey 
Subject: CAP and ANC  

,  is a young farmer stupidly taking on the farm, we are speaking from  
we have a small farm of average quality land, and we were excluded from 2019 ANC. Every one of our 
neighbours have big farms with top quality land, probably best in Ireland, ARE ALL IN THE ANC. (BEGGARS 
BELIEF) Reading these proposals in the Farmers Journal this is not going to change. Ireland is supposed to 
be promoting young farmers. DEFINATELY NOT IN THIS CASE. We have a small single farm payment while 
our big neighbours have massive payments plus the ANC. Thanks . 
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Dear Minister McConalogue, 

Thank you for the opportunity to have a say on the next Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The low level of 
recognition and promotion for the role of women in agriculture has been an ongoing issue. 

The Department of Agriculture’s own SWOT analysis states: “In Ireland, less than 12% of landholders are women 
presumably as a result of traditional cultural bias towards male successors, resulting in women rarely inheriting 
land.” 

Currently, article 6(1) point (h) of the next CAP plan at European Commission level states countries must promote 
women in farming and gender equality in their plans for CAP between 2023 – 2027. 

In addition, the Irish Government’s own Food Vision 2030 has stated that a National Dialogue on Women in 
Agriculture should be held. 

I would like to know: 

 What funding will be provided to support women in the next CAP and specifically what form will it take? 
(eg, Knowledge Transfer scheme, TAMS funding, etc.) 
 How much funding will be given to support women in establishing a Women in Agriculture forum to 
address the historic low representation of women? 
 When will a National Dialogue on Women in Agriculture take place? 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
--  
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Re ANC areas:  
 
Why is there no support for tillage in these areas? Was it assumed that there is no tillage in the disadvantaged areas 
or is there some other reason, justified or not? 
 
In my ANC there are hundreds of acres of barley, wheat and oats that yield below average. I suggest that these 
growers should be supported in same way that their neighbours with the required stocking rate are.  
 
Re interpretation of EU law on EIA: 
 
The DAFM have been turning a blind eye to the infilling of drains and hedge removal without replanting. It interprets 
the regulations in a ridiculous way to avoid implementing the law. Screening is required for a given area in advance 
of drainage. The Dept. has decided that this area is the actual area of the drains rather than area of the land being 
drained.  
 
The EIA section has ignored reports of illegal infilling of drains and hedge removal and tried to hide behind data 
protection regulations when asked to clarify its inaction. The Cross Compliance section has ignored emails, refusing 
to acknowledge them or reply.  
 
There needs to be reform of the implementation of environmental impact assessment. Too much window dressing 
and no action apart from an odd high profile case to give the impression that there is concern.  
 
Regards 
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Dear sir/ madam the present c a p payments has small farmers destroyed.their income is poverty as it is.it is no 
wonder all the young people are leaving the land.according to a recent survey 50 000 farmers are over sixthy years 
of age another 27 000 are over fifthy years of age.the warning signs are there.give it ten more years land will not be 
wanting as so many will have retired the next generation does not want it.you would not blame them I can see land 
going wild because the big farmers cannot get help.they are burned out before.they thought that they could not get 
enough.times will never be the same again  
Farming is totally dependent on contractors these days.they are finding it impossible to get help also.if they goes 
farming goes. 
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Will the forgotten farmers be included in this plan as promised by the present minister.  
 
Will there be a farm retirement scheme. 
 
There are many farms not making a profit. Would a scheme with a business adviser be an option.  
 
Kind Regsrds 

 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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As part of the new CAP. It is expected that 25% of the current direct payment will be contingent on 
farmers carrying out actions that mitigate climate change.  

I think that actions taken by farmers in their home should be eligible. I am thinking of actions to 
reduce emissions such as retrofitting their farmhouse, electricity microgeneration etc.  

Retrofitting a farmhouse from building energy rating (BER) from E rating to B or A rating can 
reduce carbon emissions from 8 tons per year to 1.6 tons per year. This is a significant reduction 
and is easily measured. 
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 Hi, 
 
I hope you are well. 
 
I am just wondering if there are any plans to include ewe lambs used for the purposes of breeding as eligible sheep 
for the new scheme. 
 
If they are to be used for breeding. I think they should be included in the scheme. 
 
Le meas, 

 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 




